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Abstract

The following report is a summary of my research and learning experience with the

summer CSUMS session. It is broken down into twelve sections representing each of

the areas that I focused on.

1 Introduction

The goals that I started at the beginning of the summer where ...

1. To improve programming skills

2. To improve LaTex skills

3. To improve organizational skills with the research

4. To improve presenting skills and

5. Return to the original project idea of wavelets.

2 Trying to solve a Problem

Early into the summer session - Dr. Davis (knowing that I had studied and enjoyed music)
handed me a paper to read - See[2]. There was a picture of how they were able to on map
notes of a chord to other chord changes - which created something called an orbifold. I read
through the paper and was delighted with the visual mathematical perspective. The picture
really triggered an idea ...

I found myself wondering what a song not only sounded like - but, what it ”looked”
like. I then asked myself - what would a symphany look like? Music can be an emotional
experience - but, for people that are not able to hear music ... could they experience music
through another sense - maybe vision or even touch? Could music be expressed in the form
of a movie. Could the nuances and textures that we hear also be seen? Music has the ability
to create emotion within us. Can this be true of a music movie? Can people who are visually
impaired ”see” pictures by touch?
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3 Data Transformation

This led to the following idea - being able to transform data from one sense to another.
insert pics insert table
started by creating a spectrogram in Matlab pic what am I looking at?
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Figure 1: See []
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MATLAB program

Spectrogram

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% This Program generates a Spectrogram for the signal. The signal is chopped into

% overlapping slices - windows each slice - and then applies a Fourier

% transform to determine the frequency components at that slice.

%

%x: vector of samples

% n: size of fourier transform window, or [] for default=256

% Fs: sample rate, or [] for default=2 Hz

% window: shape of the fourier transform window, or [] for default=hanning(n)

% Note: window length can be specified instead, in which case

% window=hanning(length)

% overlap: overlap with previous window, or [] for default=length(window)/2

x = chirp([0:0.001:2],0,2,500); %freq. sweep from 0-500 over 2 sec.

Fs=1000; % sampled every 0.001 sec so rate is 1 kHz

step=ceil(20*Fs/1000); % one spectral slice every 20 ms

window=ceil(100*Fs/1000); %100 ms data window

specgram(x, 2^nextpow2(window), Fs, window, window-step);

function [Timefreq, f_r, t_r] = myspecgram(x, n, Fs, window, overlap)

if nargin < 1 || nargin > 5

error(’usage: ([Y [, f [, t]]] = specgram(x [, n [, Fs [, window [, overlap]]]]) ’)

end

% assign defaults

if nargin < 2 || isempty(Fs), Fs = 2; end

if nargin < 4 || isempty(window), window = hanning(n); end

if nargin < 5 || isempty(overlap), overlap = length(window)/2; end

% if only the window length is given, generate hanning window

if length(window) == 1, window = hanning(window); end

% should be extended to accept a vector of frequencies at which to

% evaluate the fourier transform (via filterbank or chirp z-transform)

if length(n)>1,

error(’specgram doesn’’t handle frequency vectors yet’)

end

% compute window offsets

win_size = length(window);

if (win_size > n)

n = win_size;
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warning(’specgram fft size adjusted---must be at least as long as frame’)

end

step = win_size - overlap;

% build matrix of windowed data slices

offset = [1 : step : length(x)-win_size];

S = zeros (n, length(offset));

for i=1:length(offset)

S(1:win_size, i) = x(offset(i):offset(i)+win_size-1) .* window;

end

% compute fourier transform

STFT = fft(S);

% extract the positive frequency components

if rem(n,2)==1

ret_n = (n+1)/2;

else

ret_n = n/2;

end

inst = input(’Do you want to see a spectrogram of this STFT (y/n)?’, ’s’);

if strcmp(inst,’n’) || strcmp(inst,’no’)

f = [0:ret_n-1]*Fs/n; t = offset/Fs;

if nargout>0, Timefreq = STFT; end

if nargout>1, f_r = f; end

if nargout>2, t_r = t; end

return

else

if nargout>0, Timefreq = STFT; end

STFT = STFT(1:ret_n, :);

f = [0:ret_n-1]*Fs/n;

t = offset/Fs;

if nargout>1, f_r = f; end

if nargout>2, t_r = t; end

maxfreq = input(’Please enter the maximum frequency (Hz)\n you wish to see on the display:’);

STFTmag = abs(STFT(2:n*maxfreq/Fs,:)); % magnitude of STFT

STFTmag = STFTmag/max(max(STFTmag)); % normalize so max magnitude will be 0 db

STFTmag = max(STFTmag, 10^(-35/10)); % clip everything below -35 dB

% imagesc(t, f(2:n*maxfreq/Fs), 20*log10(STFTmag)); axis xy; colormap(flipud(gray));

% display as an indexed grayscale image showing the log magnitude of the STFT,
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% i.e. a spectrogram; the colormap is flipped to invert the default setting,

% in which white is most intense and black least---in speech science we want

% the opposite of that.

pcolor(t, f(2:n*maxfreq/Fs), 20*log10(STFTmag));

axis xy;

colormap(flipud(gray));

shading interp;

end

inst = input(’How about a snazzy 3-D color spectrogram (y/n)’,’s’);

if strcmp(inst,’no’) || strcmp(inst, ’n’)

return

else figure;

surf(t, f(2:n*maxfreq/Fs), 20*log10(STFTmag));

axis xy; view(20,84);

colormap(jet);

shading interp;

end

See \cite{file1553}

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

See [1]

4 Music and Signals

History of mathematical patterns in music and History of Signal analysis insert pics
There are many connections between music and math. To the ancient Greeks - music was

based on the concept of ratios of frequencies. If a note was played - the notes (or intervals)
that sounded pleasant when played in combination - were those that were integer multiples
of that first note. When a note is played there are also - overtones. for example ...

when a string is struck ... (insert pic)
If you shorten the length of the string with the ratio - the note heard will be a fifth
the intensity of these overtones allow us to tell the difference between two different kinds

of musical instruments. These intensities of the overtones are expressed by the Fourier
coefficients.

The mathematical ratios
insert table
The difficulty with this way of note ratios - was that - an octave could not be created

by this method - an EQUAL number of interval could not be created in the Pythagorean
method. (eq.)
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the closest was ...
the system Johann Sebastian Bach introduced was based the ratio 1:2 for an octave - an

octave divided by 12 equal intervals ... turns out to be an irrational number ... the twelf
root of 2 - this is our western music as we know it - based on this twelve tone system . See
[1]

sound files? sine and cosine waves chords, overtones, voiceings, amplitude and fre-
quency,different instruments - shading - resonance - doe - a very fine place to start diatonic
verses chromatic scale

See [2]

5 Matlab

For a great part of the summer I was trying to decide whether to focus on Matlab or
Mathematica? Mathematica seemed to be easier for me to understand - I seemed to get
results faster. Even though it relieved a lot of frustration - I still was drawn to Matlab I
found. After working with Zack and Sidafa - I did find Matlab was ”nice” too. So, I believe
instead of an either or situation - I have settled with using both. I have attached Matlab
code and Mathematica code in the appendix of this report.

6 Fourier Transforms

- History of Fourier and uses advantages and disadvantage - the beginning - a very good
place to start all the math formulas and what they mean pics of

7 Mathematica

started with Poly Wally whole new outlook - faster progress and understanding How to
program sliders, more than one note at a time - spectrogram right next to slider Programming
color as notes are heard

8 Wavelets

- Ingrid - umbrella of Fourier - not a replacement - another option different kind of basis
function filters and windowing - adaptability for resolution purpose See[?]

9 Poster Presentations

What I learned about presenting and presentation
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10 MIT Conference

11 SIAM Conference

12 Future Goals

MATHEMATICA program

Poly Wally
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